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We report time-of-flight experiments on photonic-crystal waveguide structures using optical Kerr gating of
a femtosecond white-light supercontinuum. These photonic-crystal structures, based on engineered silicon-
nitride slab waveguides, possess broadband low-loss guiding properties, allowing the group velocity dispersion
of optical pulses to be directly tracked as a function of wavelength. This dispersion is shown to be radically
disrupted by the spectral band gaps associated with the photonic-crystal periodicity. Increased time-of-flight
effects, or “slowed light,” are clearly observed at the edges of band gaps in agreement with two-dimensional
plane-wave theoretical models of group velocity dispersion. A universal model for slow light in such photonic
crystals is proposed, which shows that slow light is controlled predominantly by the detuning from, and the
size of, the photonic band gaps. Slowed light observed up to time delays of �1 ps, corresponds to anomalous
dispersion of �3.5 ps/nm per mm of the photonic crystal structure. From the decreasing intensity of time-
gated slow light as a function of time delay, we estimate the characteristic losses of modes which are guided
in the spectral proximity of the photonic band gaps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals �PC’s� are one-, two- or three-
dimensional periodic structures with the ability to confine,
control, and modify the flow of light into discreet energy
bands and to localize optical fields into very small volumes
of space �1–3�. In addition to the extensive theoretical mod-
eling of such structures, practical demonstrations involving
variations in dielectric permittivity with periodicity, or qua-
siperiodicity, of similar length scale to the wavelength of
light have also been widely investigated. One-dimensional
photonic crystals have been well known and understood for
many decades, an example being the Bragg mirror which is
nowadays employed in a wide range of optical and optoelec-
tronic applications. Two- and three-dimensional �2D and 3D�
photonic structures are more difficult to achieve, since the
required features are at the limits, or go beyond the current
limitations, of conventional lithography and etching tech-
niques, whereby material is removed from a host medium,
producing thin films which are periodically patterned be-
tween the material and air �4–6�. One notable variation to
these techniques is the use of self-assembly and electro-
chemical deposition techniques to produce arrays of three-
dimensional photonic patterns �7�. Imperfections in the pat-
terning cause diffraction losses and, most importantly, can

reduce the effects of coherent scattering which is the basis
for the formation of photonic band gaps. The production of
high-quality 2D and 3D photonic crystals, with optimized
designs, therefore represents a very critical challenge. The
ability to control optical propagation by patterning planar
devices in a single microfabrication step makes 2D photonic-
crystal waveguides, in particular, a very attractive platform
for realizing integrated optical circuits �8� in a wide range of
dielectric and semiconductor material systems �9,10�. The
functionality of different elements can be intricately engi-
neered by varying the local symmetry and geometry of the
PC lattice �11,12�, allowing modification of the photon dis-
persion relations and, ultimately, to a tailoring of group ve-
locity dispersion �GVD�, photonic band gaps, localized
states, and enhancement of nonlinear effects �13�. Yet further
functionality may be achieved by the introduction of disor-
dered “defect states” into the structure �14� and by modifi-
cation of the spontaneous emission lifetime of embedded
emitters �15,16�, for example.

The spectral and spatial characteristics of PC’s, and the
correlation to theoretical models, have been widely studied
experimentally. However, there are relatively few reported
measurements of how light actually propagates through PC’s
in the temporal domain. The measurement and characteriza-
tion of the GVD of optical pulses as they propagate in a PC
are crucial to the demonstration of useful dispersive proper-
ties. One particularly interesting theoretically predicted prop-
erty is the anomalous behavior of GVD in the spectral re-
gions immediately adjacent to photonic band gaps �PBG’s�
�17,18�. In a similar fashion to the strong lattice interaction
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of electronic states close to the Brillouin zone boundary in a
semiconductor, it is expected that the group velocity of light
in the vicinity of the PBG will be sharply reduced, becoming
asymptotically equal to zero within the band gap. The result
of this GVD anomaly is the “slowing down” of light close to
the PBG, with clear implications for the design of PC dis-
persion compensators �19� and optical circuits. Several
groups have previously attempted to indirectly extract the
GVD using various interferometric and autocorrelation tech-
niques �20–23� or by using near-field scanning techniques to
probe the position in real space of optical pulses �24,25�.
However, unambiguous experimental observation of such
GVD anomalies remains to be demonstrated.

In this paper, we report time-of-flight experiments on
photonic-crystal waveguide structures using a femtosecond
white-light supercontinuum and an optical Kerr gate �26,27�.
Broadband transmission measurements on our structures
show them to possess very low loss guiding properties. As
reported in our previous study of modal dispersion and bire-
fringence engineering in slab optical waveguides �28�, these
techniques allow us to directly observe the propagation of
ultrafast pulses of light through the structures, with a tempo-
ral resolution of around 250 fs, and do not present any diffi-
culties of phase-matching requirements between pump and
probe. We have clearly observed signatures of the anticipated
“slowed-light” effects close to the photonic band gaps of our
samples and have measured and characterized these effects
in detail, with the aid of suitable 2D plane-wave theoretical
models �29� of the photonic band-structure and GVD.

II. EXPERIMENT

The slab waveguide samples investigated in these experi-
ments were constructed from silicon-nitride �Si3N4� core lay-
ers �n=2.02�, embedded in silicon-dioxide �SiO2� substrate
and cladding layers �n=1.46�, the whole structure being
grown on silicon by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition
�LPCVD�. The nominal thickness of the layers was 2100 nm
�substrate�, 175 nm �core�, and 200 nm �cladding�.

The waveguides were then patterned with a 2D photonic
crystal, using reactive ion-beam etching. In order to transfer
the desired pattern into the waveguide layer it is necessary to
first deposit a layer of chrome, followed by a further layer of
positive photoresist �6,30�. The pattern is written into the
photoresist with an electron beam and then transferred into
the chrome layer using a wet-chrome etch and, finally, into
the waveguide using reactive ion etching, down to a depth of
500 nm. Patterns consisted of engineered arrays of triangu-
lar, square, or rectangular arrangements with period �or
pitch� from 260 to 410 nm, hole diameter from 160 to
250 nm �hole aspect ratios, hence, of 2–3�, and number of
repeating rows from 150 to 600. Samples contained four pat-
terns rotated, in steps of 2.5° with respect to each other, in
order to probe different directions of propagation through the
sample structure �see Fig. 1�a��. The patterns were then fi-
nally capped with a thin layer of silica, in order to reduce the
optical scattering properties of the waveguide structure.

The optical setup used to characterize the transmittance
properties of our 2D photonic-crystal waveguide samples is
shown in Fig. 1. A broadband, white-light continuum, de-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic of the
experimental transmittance setup, showing the
tight focusing of the broadband white-light con-
tinuum though the sample waveguide, in a per-
pendicular direction to the front facet of the
waveguide and the front interface of the photonic
crystal �PC� patterns A–D. The insets display
scanning electron microscope �SEM� images of
the PC patterns, in both side-on and top view, and
also a schematic of the pattern rotation relative to
the probe propagation direction. �b� Schematic
setup for time-of-flight experiments; transmitted
light from the sample passes through an optical
Kerr gate to allow temporal resolution of differ-
ent components of the white-light continuum,
while varying the time delay of the gating pulses.
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rived by tightly focusing regenerative amplified �150-fs
pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser ��=800 nm,1 �J� into a sap-
phire crystal, was used as the probe source. The well-known
combination of nonlinear effects results in a broad short-
pulse continuum, ranging from around �=500 nm to
�1 �m, with a fairly uniform intensity profile as a function
of wavelength. This white-light beam is then divided into
two using a beam splitter near normal incidence; one part is
sent to the sample stage and is tightly focused through the
waveguide samples using a system of cylindrical and spheri-
cal lenses �Fig. 1�, with the other being routed independently
into the detector as a reference beam in order to facilitate the
determination of the relative transmittance of the sample.
Prior to being coupled through the experimental setup, the
continuum is passed through an optical half-wave plate to
allow independent analysis of the TE and TM polarizations.
The two signals are spectrally analyzed using a high-
resolution spectrometer with a nitrogen-cooled charge-
coupled-device �CCD� detector. The samples were carefully
horizontally translated, in the direction perpendicular to the
probe light beam, in order to complete the measurement of
each of the four PC patterns within the set.

The light transmitted by the samples was also character-
ized in the time domain with the use of an optical Kerr shut-
ter, allowing information about the temporal dispersion of
the probe pulse due to the waveguide and photonic structure
to be directly measured. This optical shutter is constructed by
routing the transmitted light through a system of two crossed
optical polarizers and by placing a 2-mm-thick glass slab
�SFL6, with a high Kerr coefficient �27�� in between them,
into which the light is focused. The optical shutter is opened
by focusing intense optical pulses, also from the regenera-
tively amplified Ti:sapphire laser ��150 fs pulse length, �
=800 nm, 1 �J�, onto the glass at the same spatial position
as the transmitted light. Due to the high third-order nonlinear
susceptibility of SFL6, this “gate” pulse introduces a tran-
sient birefringence in the glass, which acts to partially rotate
the polarization of the transmitted light, allowing partial
transmission by the second polarizer. The arrival of the probe
and gate pulses also must be correctly synchronized for the
Kerr gate to operate. As the Ti:sapphire pulses used in the
generation of the white-light continuum probe and in the
Kerr gate operation are from a common source, it is possible
to achieve synchronization by using a delay line on the gat-
ing pulse that adjusts the optical path difference between
probe and gate in order to time-resolve the signal. An illus-
tration of the optical setup used in these time-of-flight mea-
surements is shown in Fig. 1�b�.

By varying the gate delay in suitable increments, it is
hence possible to directly observe the “time of flight” of
different wavelength components of the continuum using a
spectrometer and, by inference, to map out the GVD charac-
teristics of the sample. This technique has many advantages
over other nonlinear methods �such as up-conversion and
frequency mixing� �31�, as there are no phase-matching re-
quirements in the Kerr shutter allowing a broadband range of
wavelengths and numerical apertures from the waveguide to
be analyzed.

The probe light which is transmitted by the Kerr gate is a
convolution of the intensity of the probing and gated pulses
according to the formula

T�t,�� � �
−�

+�

Iprobe��,��Igate
2 �� − t�d� , �1�

where Iprobe and Igate are the intensity of the probing and
gating pulses, respectively. It can be seen from this that the
gate efficiency and, hence, the detected signal intensity are
dependent on the square of the gate pulse intensity. Careful
optimization of the gate focusing conditions, as well as the
gate-probe spatial overlap, is therefore a critical issue. In
practice, we are able to achieve a maximum Kerr gate effi-
ciency of the order of a few percent, before continuum gen-
eration from the gate pulse in the Kerr shutter medium masks
the signal. By measuring the time-of-flight dispersion of the
continuum, in the absence of a sample, in a series of very
short time-delay increments and by considering the gated
intensity for a fixed wavelength as a function of time, we
were also able to measure the temporal resolution of our
experiment, as shown in Fig. 2. Measurement of this resolu-
tion at several different wavelengths shows a consistent
value of around 250 fs, with an almost instantaneous re-
sponse. We can consider that this value represents a convo-
lution of the gate pulse duration, of 150 fs, and the temporal
persistence of the Kerr effect in the SFL6 medium.

III. TRANSMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The particular PC waveguide sample which was used for
the experiments reported in this paper was a 150-row rectan-
gular lattice, of pitch a=310 nm, b=465 nm, and hole diam-
eter 160 nm. The measured transmittance spectra �logarith-
mic scale� in the TM polarization, at �=500–800 nm, for
this sample are shown in Fig. 3, with the spectra A, B, C, and
D being those for structures with the �-J axis rotated by 0°,
2.5°,5°, and 7.5°, respectively, from the direction perpen-
dicular to the probe propagation. Three intense PBG features
are observed, with extinction factors of at least two orders of
magnitude, located in the case of structure A at �=600 nm,
620 nm, and 730 nm, and with a spectral width of �10 nm.
As the structure is rotated, A–D, we see the latter of these
features shift systematically to the blue, while the two other
features show a tendency to diverge in wavelength. In the
case of structure D, we see the effects of a close spectral

FIG. 2. �Color online� Measured temporal resolution of the Kerr
gating technique, from the time-of-flight dispersion of the white-
light continuum, in the absence of a sample.
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overlap between the two longer-wavelength features.
Of special note are the very low loss transmission prop-

erties of the samples, across virtually the entire visible-
wavelength band. This is evident from the remarkably flat
amplitude of the spectra, as referenced to the unpatterned
waveguide which has transmission of order 100%, at ener-
gies either side of the PBG features, not just on the low-
energy �dielectric� side of the band gap, but also on the high-
energy �air� side, which is prone to losses due to up-
scattering out of the waveguide. Issues relating to guiding
loss are amongst the key factors in the design and develop-
ment of realistic PC waveguide structures in optoelectronic
and integrated-optics devices �32,33�, and these measure-
ments compare very favorably with those previously re-
ported.

In order to compare qualitatively our observed PBG fea-
tures with those expected from a theoretical modeling of the

photonic band structure, 2D plane-wave simulations for
these particular PC structures were carried out and the results
for the relevant TM polarization are shown in Fig. 4�a�. This
shows the dispersion relation �normalized frequency versus
normalized wave vector� of the various dielectric- and air-
band modes which propagate through the structure, an im-
portant constraint being that only modes within the “light
cone,” bound by the speeds of light in the core and in the
cladding layers, may propagate through the waveguide
�2,29�. In theory, any intervals of frequency where these two
criteria do not allow propagating modes will be characterized
by zero transmittance �i.e., a photonic band gap�. This analy-
sis reveals that the three strong PBG features we see experi-
mentally in the visible spectrum relate to gaps formed be-
tween the second dielectric band and the second air band, the
third dielectric band and the third air band, and the fourth
dielectric band and the fourth air band, respectively, in order
of increasing frequency. Figure 4�b� shows how the predicted
PBG features compare to those observed experimentally, and
we see that the match is qualitatively satisfactory. Discrep-
ancies between theory and experiment may be explained by
the limitation of the 2D simulation, which does not take into
account the finite extent of the sample in the third dimension,
instead assuming the 2D PC lattice pattern to be infinite in
extent. The adoption of more precise models, such as a
quasi-3D plane-wave approach �34� or finite-difference time
domain �FDTD� techniques �35�, would involve a consider-
able increase in the computational complexity, beyond the
scope of the current paper. As a further consequence of the
limitations of the 2D model, we also note that, in general, the
theoretically predicted PBG features are noticeably broader
than those measured experimentally.

IV. TIME-OF-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS

Figure 5�a� illustrates the experimental time-of-flight data,
for the PC waveguide sample described in the previous sec-

FIG. 3. Transmittance of a PC waveguide sample consisting of
150 rows rectangular lattice, of pitch a=310 nm, b=420 nm, and
hole diameter 160 nm. Spectra for TM polarization A, B, C, and D
are those for structures with the �-J axis rotated by 0°, 2.5°, 5°, and
7.5°, respectively, from the direction of probe propagation. Spectra
are also offset for clarity.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Normalized band diagram from a 2D plane-wave simulation, for the photonic-crystal structure D used in our
experiments with the corresponding transmission spectrum. Dashed line show cladding and core light lines. �b� Comparison of theoretically
predicted and experimental band gaps for structures A–D.
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tion, in the vicinity of a typical PBG feature. In Fig. 5�b�,
this plot has been corrected for the measured GVD of the
corresponding waveguide reference sample, in order to allow
an unambiguous determination of any effects due to the PC.
We see that the PC contribution to the time of flight is es-
sentially independent of wavelength away from the spectral
vicinity of the PBG, whereas a radical disruption of the GVD
is seen around the band gap. In particular, we see the ex-
pected disappearance of the signal transmitted through the
Kerr gate at wavelengths corresponding to the PBG, and also
significant anomalies of the time of flight are seen at the
band-gap edges, with detectable components of the con-
tinuum being delayed by up to �1 ps. Similar effects are
also observed at other characteristic PBG’s of this sample
�see Fig. 6� and, indeed, also for other samples of varying
optical band-structure design, which we have examined;
typically we observe “slowed light” with time delays extend-
ing to values of between 0.1 and �1 ps.

Using the 2D plane-wave analysis techniques, as de-
scribed above, it is also possible to produce quantitative
models of the characteristic GVD and time-of-flight proper-
ties of our samples. By considering the gradient of the al-
lowed photonic bands, 	�k�, generated by the plane-wave

model, it is possible to calculate the group velocity of guided
light as a function of normalized frequency and, therefore,
the expected time delay of components propagating in the
vicinity of the PBG. In Fig. 6, the predicted time delay as a
function of wavelength is compared to the complete experi-
mental data for each of the structures A–D. The model
shows the expected asymptotic time-delay behavior within
the band gaps and also some subtle variations in the GVD
behavior at the band-gap edges, which reflect differences in
the dispersion characteristics of the various air and dielectric
bands as shown in Fig. 4�a�. The experimental data are gen-
erally seen to be in good agreement with the theory, although
the rapid decrease in detected signal with increasing time
delay at the band-gap edges prevents a useful comparison
beyond delays of �1 ps. Analysis relating to the loss mecha-
nisms associated with this issue is dealt with in the following
section.

The PBG dispersion delay is seen not to be a strong func-
tion of incident angle in the current geometry. We are able to
investigate this lack of directional dependence further by de-
veloping a universal model of the dispersion around the
PBG’s, based on a simple two-band approach. This is mainly
relevant in the low-order photonic bands that we are consid-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Time of flight TM-polarized dispersion data �on a log scale� in the spectral vicinity of one of the photonic band
gaps, for structure D. �a� Uncorrected data—solid line shows measured dispersion for an unstructured waveguide. �b� Data corrected for the
bulk waveguide dispersion. Peak wavelength positions of the gated intensity for successive scans are shown as black markers, and the
temporal step size between spectra is 20 fs. Low-intensity fringing phenomena can be seen either side of the band gap, as indicated. �c�, �d�
Equivalent data for a characteristic band gap of structure B.
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ering here, in which mixing occurs from pairs of bands. The
waveguide dispersion lines of these two bands �correspond-
ing to the air and dielectric bands� in the immediate vicinity
of the PBG are given by

E1 = E0 + ak , �2a�

E2 = E0 − ak , �2b�

where a= 
c /� and � is the effective refractive index of
guided modes. In the presence of strong scattering due to the
interaction with the PC lattice, the perturbed branches of
these bands, E+ and E−, are mixed from the uncoupled states
E1 and E2, giving

E± = E0 ± �a2k2 + �2, �3�

where the band-gap splitting equals 2�. The group velocity
dispersion can be calculated by differentiating this expres-
sion,

vg =
1




dE

dk
=

c/�

�1 +
1

�	E − E0

�

2

− 1�
, �4�

and the time of flight can then be simply inferred from vg
and the sample dimensions. We thus arrive at a relationship

for the time of flight, TPC, compared to the propagation time
in the unpatterned waveguide, TWG,

�	 TPC

TWG

2

− 1��	E − E0

�

2

− 1� = 1. �5�

This relationship holds for any band gaps formed by cou-
pling two bands and shows that the increasing time of flight
is inextricably linked to the proximity of the band edge in a
universal fashion, which is independent of the orientation
and design of the photonic crystal, except insofar as it modi-
fies the band gap.

In Fig. 7, we compare the slowed-light components of the
principal band gap, as calculated from the 2D plane-wave
model, with the behavior predicted by our universal ap-
proach. For each of the structures A–D, careful fitting of the
parameters � and E0 gives excellent agreement between the
two models, irrespective of the propagation direction through
the structure. We note here the use of a global value of the
refractive index �, corresponding to the gradient of the light
line on which all the PBG features sit in Fig. 4.

We also frequently observe fringing effects in our time-
of-flight data, whereby a series of low-intensity fringes is
seen at later time delay after the main Kerr-gated pulses, as
may be discerned from Figs. 5�b� and 5�d�. We believe that
these effects are caused by Fabry-Perot fringing between
light which is multiply reflected by the interfaces at the
edges of the PC pattern embedded in the waveguide, and this

FIG. 6. �Color online� Time delay TPC of slowed light as a function of wavelength, from experiment �black� and as inferred from the
TM-polarized group velocities derived from our 2D plane-wave model for structures A–D �red�. The theoretical time delay is shifted by
200 fs for clarity. The presence of additional branches of slowed light in the model, at longer time delays, is due to folding of bands in the
plane-wave simulation.
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is also predicted by theoretical analysis of GVD for PC struc-
tures of this kind �36�. These fringes in the time-of-flight
plots are also seen to converge with each other and with the
main gated light pulse at the spectral edges of the PBG’s,
further emphasizing that the delaying of light is due to the
intrinsic GVD anomalies at the band gaps, rather than merely
due to sample chirp or similar effects.

V. ANALYSIS

In order to place the observed time delay of components
of “slowed light” into context, we quantitatively consider
how the PC-enhanced anomalous GVD we observe com-
pares, for example, to the dispersive effects seen in optical
telecommunications fibers �37�. Taking a generalized view of
our data in Figs. 5 and 6, time delays of up to 1 ps relative to
the normalized dispersion of the waveguide medium are
seen, within a wavelength range of approximately ��
=5 nm; this corresponds to an extensive sample dispersion
of 0.2 ps/nm in the vicinity of the band-gap edges. Consid-
ering that the PC sample in each case is 46.5 �m in length
�150 rows310 nm pitch�, this represents an anomalous dis-
persion per unit length of �3.5 ps/nm per mm of the struc-
ture. A simple estimation of the group velocity ��g� in the
spectral vicinity of the PBG in our samples from the sample
dimension along the direction of propagation �l� and the time
light takes to travel across the PC structure ��� gives

�g = l/� � 0.15c, �6�

corresponding to an effective refractive index of around �
�7.

This demonstration of such unique properties as the
wavelength-dependent enhanced effective refractive index
and anomalous GVD effects reinforces the potential applica-
tions of PC structures as functional optical components. For
example, our measurements indicate that, in principle, a 1
cm long PC structure could be used to compensate for the
adverse optical dispersion effects in several kilometers of
optical telecoms fiber �38�. Further judicious engineering and
optimization of PC waveguide design �39� and the character-
istic wavelength of operation should place this estimate at
the modest end of the achievable range. Because of the pres-
ence of slowed-light components on both the high-energy
and low-energy sides of the PBG in our samples, resulting in
up-chirp and down-chirp spectral regions, it should also be
possible to utilize both negative and positive dispersion com-
pensation behavior of the PC depending on the application
requirements.

In Fig. 8, the intensity of gated signal, as a function of the
time delay, is shown for each of the PBG features, taking the
well-spaced band gaps in structure C as an example. By plot-
ting the logarithm of intensity, we highlight the expected
exponential decay behavior, although a noticeable deviation
is sometimes seen at longer time delays, where the signal
intensity decreases towards the limit of experimental detec-
tion. Of interest is the different attenuation behavior of the
slowed-light intensity at the dielectric- and air-band sides of
the band gaps. In particular, it is expected that slowed-light
components propagating at the air-band edge will be attenu-
ated more rapidly as a function of time delay than in the
dielectric band. This is due to the different distributions of
the optical field within the PC structure, with the air band

FIG. 7. �Color online� Comparison of slowed-light behavior predicted by a 2D plane-wave model �black crosses� with that derived from
our universal two-band model �red lines� for the primary TM band gap in the case of each of structures A–D. The parameters used for the
universal band model are given as insets to each graph; k0 is the wave number corresponding to the center band-gap energy E0.
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suffering greater up-scattering losses on account of the
higher concentration of the optical field to the air holes of the
structure �2�. However, the measured behavior is more com-
plicated than this.

In order to better understand and quantify the behavior of
slowed-light propagating at the band-gap edges, we need to
additionally consider the effect of scattering losses in this
particular situation. Koenderink and Vos �40� have recently
modeled the light propagating through a two-dimensional PC
in terms of scattering losses due to structural inhomogeni-
eties. The uncertainty in both hole radius and hole position
can have a significant detrimental effect upon the photonic

band-gap properties and scattering centers introduced by
these factors can be used to derive a linear-loss coefficient,
based on a single pass of the structure. In the case of light
which propagates in the spectral vicinity of the band gap,
multiple-reflection and resonant-scattering effects produce an
increase in the optical path, which manifests itself in the
phenomenon of slowed light. In physical terms, this model
may alternatively be imagined in terms of delayed light com-

FIG. 9. �Color online� Gated intensity �linear scale� of band-
edge light as a function of the number of round-trips between holes
spaced by the pitch a=310 nm. Best fits shown �red line for dielec-
tric band, blue line for air band� are obtained from a least-squares
algorithm based on Eq. �7�. The loss coefficient of slowed light is
extracted for both the air- and dielectric-band edges in each case.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Gated intensity �log scale� as a function
of time delay, extracted from the time-of-flight measurements, for
each of the three TM band-gap features of structure C �see Fig. 3�.
Both dielectric-band and air-band sides of each band gap are plot-
ted. Guide lines have been added to �b� to demonstrate the increase
in attenuation at longer delay times.
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ponents having undergone multiple resonant scattering dur-
ing propagation through the PC at the band-gap edges, where
the scattering cross section from defects is also greatest.
Hence, those components with the greatest time delay will
have undergone the greatest number of scattering events and
passed the greatest physical distance across the PC medium.
Upon each successive round-trip between scattering centers
�i.e., the sample pitch�, the losses will scale as the nth power
of the number of round-trips; hence, the gated intensity is
expected to drop off very rapidly as a function of time delay.
This basic model is therefore qualitatively consistent with
the observed behavior, as shown in Figs. 5 and 8. This be-
havior can be described as

I = I0�1 − ��n, �7�

where I is the gated intensity, I0 is the gated intensity mea-
sured for zero time delay, and � is the fractional loss per
round-trip. Taking the sample pitch of a=310 nm as the scat-
tering length, n is the number of round-trips between scatter-
ing centers, given by the expression

n =
cTPC

a�
, �8�

where c is the speed of light, TPC is the time of flight as
previously defined, and � is the effective refractive index. In
Fig. 9, the data for structure C is shown as gated intensity
against number of round-trips, having taken into account the
sample pitch and the refractive index of the waveguide. We
find that this basic model yields a satisfactory fit to the data
for each of the slowed-light branches under scrutiny, as
shown in Fig. 8. This ray optics approach has limitations
given that the sample pitch is of the same order of the wave-
length of the propagating light; however, it does enable a
quantitative estimation of the characteristic losses of the
slowed light, inferred from the parameter �. In this way we
estimate that modes propagating at the dielectric-band edge
had losses of −22±2 dB/mm, whereas the air-band modes
are found to have losses of −27±1 dB/mm. To a first ap-
proximation, these levels of attenuation confirm the expected
behavior between the two modes and we find that light

propagating in the vicinity of the band edges travels only
�30 round-trips between holes on average before scattering
out of the photonic crystal waveguide. This compares to the
insignificant loss of the light propagating through 150 holes,
for wavelengths away from the band gap, demonstrating how
the enhanced scattering cross section per hole is a sensitive
function of wavelength. In Fig. 8�b�, guidelines indicate how
the attenuation is generally seen to increase at longer delay
times and, interestingly, we also observe less attenuation in
the air band at longer times. This is possibly due to memory
effects in the multiple scattering of light, in which photons
revisit scattering centers �41�. We note that, although our
experiments demonstrate that impressively high anomalous
dispersions are possible at the band-gap edges, the losses of
such propagating modes are currently high within the current
generation of our PC waveguide structures.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have clearly and directly observed sig-
natures of slowed light due to the photonic band-gap influ-
ence in low-loss 2D photonic-crystal waveguides with time-
of-flight techniques utilizing a femtosecond white-light
supercontinuum and an optical Kerr gate. Broadband trans-
mission measurements show our structures to possess very-
low-loss guiding properties. Slowed-light components with
time delays of up to 1 ps, corresponding to an anomalous
dispersion of �3.5 ps/nm per mm of sample, have been
tracked and characterized with the aid of suitable 2D plane-
wave theoretical models of the photonic band structure. By
considering how the intensity of gated slowed light decreases
as a function of time delay and by using a simple multiple-
resonant-scattering model, we are able to estimate the char-
acteristic losses of modes which are guided in the spectral
proximity of the photonic band gaps as being in the range of
−20 to −30 dB/mm. We propose that the techniques reported
here represent a very powerful tool for the further character-
ization and optimization of photonic-crystal structures and
designs, including issues relating to losses of optical modes
propagating at the band-gap edges, and for the development
of highly engineered integrated optical circuits based on
silicon-compatible planar waveguide platforms.
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